Coaxial cable stripping machine WPM-6806 0.1-6.99mm

WPM-6806 Coaxial cable stripping machine

Features:
1. Suitable for different types of semi-flexible and flexible coaxial wires, charging cables, medical wires' processing in communication and medical industry. Stripping edge smooth and no harm to the conductor.
2. Huma-computer interface, easy to operate and understand, Max. 9 layers of stripping and 99 sets of memory function.
3. Rotation blades head, four pieces of exquisitely designed blades improve stripping stability and blades' lifetime.
4. Adopt servo-motor, precision ball screw and multi-point movement control system, working performance is stable and efficient.
5. Blades are made of imported tungsten steel and titanium alloy coating. sharp and durable.
6. This machine can meet multi-section stripping, stripping & twisting, automatic start in succession and other special requirements.

Model: WPM-6806
Max. Stripping length: 48mm
Cutting depth: 0.01mm
Capacity: 700-1200pcs/h (depends on wire material)
Wire diameter: 0.1-6.99mm
Length accuracy: ±(0.002*L) mm
Max. stripping layer: 9 layers
Noise level: <70dBA
Display: Touch Screen
Knife blade: 2, material: Imports Switzerland tungsten steel
Centering slab: 2, material: Imports tungsten steel
Clip wire device: Automatically adjust core, the dynamo drives and clip tight strength process control.

Delivery Information:
Dimensions and weight: 600*185*280mm:24KG
Power supply: 220V/50HZ/ 110V/60HZ 400W
Port of Loading: XIAMEN/SHENZHEN
Lead time: Normally in5-7days after deposit received